
 

Tool-Box Talk 

How to Torque Fasteners  
“Human Induced Failures can be mitigated by following known best practices” 

 
 

 

Fasteners are utilized in most equipment in our industrial plants and facilities 
and if stored, installed, and utilized following known best practices equipment 
reliability is enhanced resulting in less partial and total functional failures. 
 

 
 

Source: Handbook_of_Reliability_Prediction_Procedures_for_Mechanical_Equipment, 15 May 2011 
 
 
 
 



 

Why Torque a Fastener? 
 

 
 

Reason #1: To ensure a fastener meets the intent of the equipment owner 
Reason #2: To mitigate fastener Failure Modes (see chart on previous page) 
Reason #3: To ensure repeatability of work execution in Best Maintenance  
                     Repair/Installation Practices by all Maintenance Techs and  
                     contractors 
 
General Rules which must be followed: 

1. On Critical Components or Assets, the replacement of fasteners should 
be mandatory if premature failure is not acceptable 

2. Never over torque a Fastener. To over-torque a Fastener can cause it to 
stretch beyond normal limits causing Fastener breakage, and/or 
unwanted loosening of Fastener 

3. Never under torque Fasteners because it can cause the Fastener to 
loosen and break 

4. Ensure you know the torque specification (found on procedure) and 
should be stated whether a fastener should have a lubricant applied or 
installed dry 

5. As a general rule, “Fasteners should not be lubricated” unless 
manufacturer states otherwise 

6. Know how to use a torque wrench. When all else fails read the 
instructions. 

7. When unsure whether a Fastener should be torque to a specification, 
torque it 

8. Do not re-use a Fastener if: 
1. If it was installed with an impact wrench 
2. If a fastener has been torqued (Torque of a Fastener Stretches the 
threads and thus causing the premature failure of the fasteners) 

3. If an asset or component is critical 
 



 

 
 
 
Definitions: 
 
Torque Wrench: 

• A tool used to precisely apply a specific torque to a fastener such as a 
nut or Fastener. 

Torque Seal/Paint Marker:  
• A paint marker which provides an inspector if a fastener has loosened 

prematurely. 

 
How to Torque a Fastener? 

 
Using the most common torque wrench which is a “click type” follow these steps; 

 
Step 1: Preset torque value on torque wrench as determined by the equipment 
manufacturer; or if not available a common torque specification chart. (see below) 

 

 
Note: When using anti-seize reduce lube torque value by 20% 

 
Step 2: Torque the Fastener to the point where the desired torque is reached, signaling the 
desired torque by causing a click sound (some torque wrenches will not allow a Fastener 
to be torque above the setting however some will, be sure and purchase the best torque 
wrench possible) 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tool
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Torque
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nut_(hardware)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Screw#Bolt


 

 
 
 
WARNING: Some components required a specific sequence to torque fasteners on specific 
components/assets. 
 
The key to reducing these effects in the installation process is by slowly bringing the flanges 
together in a parallel line, taking a minimum of four bolt tightening passes, and by following 
the correct bolt tightening sequence. This not only creates a better connection; it also 
reduces ongoing maintenance costs and increases safety. Use of a Torque Wrench is the 
preferred tool to use on all critical assets. 

It is important to note that gasket thickness is vital. The thicker the material, the higher the 
gasket creep will be - resulting in torque loss. 

Step 3: Mark the fastener with Torque Seal/Paint for use to inspect if fastener torque has 
changed. 
 
 

Steps to Success 
 

1. Educate your team members using this Tool-Box Talk 
2. Ask your staff if the organization could improve current practices 

around fasteners and if so, what are their recommendations 
3. Begin tracking failures with fastener issues 
4. Inspect Free bin fasteners which may have used or are corroded and 

replace with new fasteners 
5. Ensure your staff knows how and when to use a torque wrench 
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